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Sources of Info

• IOA Guidelines: Controlling, Long Distance Events

• BOF Guidelines: Long Distance events

• IOF Rules & Appendices: Planning

• Controller’s course Graham Nilsen 2013
• Controller’s course Carol McNeill 2002



Controller’s Role
• Carol McNeill

the controller is the competitors’
representative

• Graham Nilsen
A bus has crashed and blocked the access

road, the late starters can’t get in, it’s winter
and will get dark early.

What do you do?
• Ask the Organiser...
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2a. Area & Terrain: Lough Firrib
 Characteristics of Long Distance area

• Long legs, route choices, variety
• Technical – all difficulty levels
• Terrain – enough PD2

 Infrastructure (access, parking,
 Enjoyment for competitors
 Challenges on Lough Firrib area:

• Scope for TD4 courses
• Scope for terrain at PD3 and easier
• Altitude and remoteness
• Very complex areas – have to be avoided



Area



Terrain Lough Firrib



Terrain Lough Firrib



2a. Area & Terrain: Oakwood

 Good decision to use 2 venues.
No reasonable scope for M/W10 & 12 courses on Lough Firrib

 Characteristics for M/W 10s & 12s
• Technical – plenty of line features, small contained area

• Terrain – PD 1 or 2

• Enjoyment – plenty of line features in forest, no need to stay on roads

 Challenges: logistics – 2 sets of officials, timing etc.  Transport of Junior (10-15
mins drive).  Very successful with the help of parents.





Terrain Oakwood
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3. Map

• Huge area
• Scales 1:15,000, 1:10,000, 1:5,000

1:15000 almost essential for elites.  Decision to use 1:5000 in Oakwood

• Paper/printing
Pertex not good enough for the conditions.  International norm is paper in
plastic bags for 1:15000.  Toughprint waterproof paper is satisfactory

• Legibility
• Unmapped areas



Huge area, 20 mins fast walk from any road





Paper – Neil Dobbs’ map after the event



Selected formlines onlyFormlines and tags from photogrammetry

Legibility
adjustment of map to aid legibility
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4. Courses & Controls
 Courses Controller must check for:

• Technical difficulty
• Physical difficulty
• Length

 Control Sites
• Technical details
• GPS. GPS was used to pinpoint the control sites, Controller used only the map to

check

• Fairness
 Challenges

• Range of requirements for M21E to M/W10 to M/W80



Courses & Controls

• Range of requirements

Length TD PD
M21E 15km 5 5
M/W10 2km 2 2
M/W80 2km 5 2
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5. Fairness

• Elimination of luck - not actually possible, must try!

• Mapping for route choices/long legs - the map must
convey the information to make fair route choices

• Mapping around control sites – must perfectly represent the
area in the circle but without excessive detail

• Visibility of control site – visibility of other competitors going in or
out of the control

• Bingo controls: too few features, or too many
in the control circle

• Start lists – each class should be spread across the whole start period
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6. Safety

• Safety: Organisers
• Competitor check - check box download with strict

procedure for punching the check box

• First Aid - mountain rescue more useful than ambulance crew.  Need
first aiders who can go out on the terrain

• Natural hazards
• Manned points water station – this was very useful as

point of contact out on terrain and for competitor reassurance

• Communications among arena team, with all officials, in
particular any out on the terrain (eg control collectors)



6. Safety

• Safety: Competitors
• Safety Bearing/safety instructions
• Cagoules, whistles, ?phones?
• Control is a safe place
• Whistle procedure
• Knowledge competitors should inform themselves about safety in wild

terrain, clothing, & food needs
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7. Organisation
this all worked very well on the day

• Permission
• Access
• Parking
• Facilities
• Published Info
• Personnel
• Communications
• Time-keeping
• Start lists
• Results
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Feedback
there’s a bias towards good feedback, orienteers tend to be nice polite people

• Fantastic orienteering, great terrain
• Uneven start lists
• Manned water station was a great help
• Well done with the separate location for the

younger folk
• Unmapped areas



8. Conclusions
Map
• Paper/printing
• Small area map
• Phone no.
• Safety instructions
• Unmapped areas

Other
• Junior reserve courses
• Start list



8. Conclusions

• Dual Venue
• First Aid
• Manned water

station

• Orienteers’ knowledge
• Communicate
• Update the guidelines



Conclusions
notes 1

• Paper/printing
the paper used was the waterproof paper from prontaprint, and it was not robust enough for the
event.  It absorbs mud and the ink eventually started to rub off.  Toughprint waterproof paper is
much more robust, but for very intricate areas ordinary paper in a plastic bag should be considered.

• Small area Map
Several competitors strayed off the map, a small inset map showing the general area with roads,
rivers, cliffs, would be a help and reassurance for anyone unfamiliar with the general area.

• Phone no.
Another useful safety feature would be to have the organisers’ phone no. on the map.

• Safety instructions
A safety bearing where available, or other similar safety advice should be standard on maps.

• Unmapped areas
Should either be omitted from the map, or indicated as unmapped.  Areas of contorus which
haven’t been fieldworked can be useful for navigation if competitors know of the lack of fieldwork.



Conclusions
notes 2

• Reserve courses
On exposed areas liable to bad weather reserve courses should be planned at least for
Juniors.  Only one reserve course is needed, and drop the Juniors down one age class.

• Dual Venue
This worked very well, and and is well worth considering where appropriate

• First Aid
Personnel on site were excellent

• Manned station
A major contribution to safety on the day



Conclusions
notes 3

• Orienteers’ knowledge
Orienteers should make sure they understand their food requirements and the clothing
needed for long courses in any conditions from hot sun to snowy fog.  And know what to do
in a difficult situation.  For example, a control is a relatively very safe place; what is the
international distress signal for a whistle?   Coaches, mentors, instructors should include
these aspects as part of orienteering: how to look after oneself

• Communicate
There were 20 people at the Conference.   But the discussions are relevant to all orienteers in
Ireland, not just those 20.

• Update the Guidelines
The Guidelines are a work in progress.  They will need to include good guidelines on safety,
and the responsibilities of the Controller should be expanded.



Unmapped area to W and
SW of the northmost control

Inset map of the
general area



IOA Guideline 1
Controller’s Responsibility
1 Map
2 Planned courses
3 Control sites and control descriptions
4 Control flags
5 Production of maps and description sheets.
6 Appropriate Organisation
7 Be present throughout the event.
8 Accordance with IOA Rules and Guidelines.




